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We define irreducible N -body spectral functions and Casimir energies and consider a
massless scalar quantum field interacting locally by positive potentials with classical
objects. Irreducible N -body spectral functions in this case are shown to be conditional
probabilities of random walks. The corresponding irreducible contributions to scalar
many-body Casimir energies are finite and positive/negative for an odd/even number of
objects. The force between any two finite objects separable by a plane is always attractive
in this case. Analytical and numerical world-line results for the irreducible four-body
Casimir energy of a scalar with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a tic-tac-toe pattern
of lines are presented. Numerical results for the irreducible three-body Casimir energy
of a massless scalar satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions on three intersecting lines
forming an isosceles triangle are also reported. In both cases the symmetric configuration
(square and isosceles triangle) corresponds to the minimal irreducible contribution to the
Casimir energy.
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1. Introduction
Kenneth and Klich proved1 that the interaction due to vacuum fluctuations between
disjoint bodies is finite. One can extend this theorem and show2 that all irreducible
N -body contributions to the Casimir energy of a locally interacting quantum field
are finite if the N classical objects have no common intersection. For more than
two objects this part of the vacuum energy is finite even if they are not mutu-
ally disjoint. Ignoring the backreaction of the classical background in semi-classical
approximation3, the total zero-point energy E{12...N} of a quantum field that inter-
acts locally with N -objects may be decomposed into irreducible contributions E˜s of
the distinct subsets s ⊆ {12 . . . N} of objects,
E{12...N} =
∑
s⊆{12...N}
E˜s . (1)
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The irreducible parts of the vacuum energy are recursively obtained as,
E˜∅ = E∅ ,
E˜{i} = E{i} − E∅ ,
E˜{ij} = E{ij} − E{i} − E{j} + E∅ ,
E˜{ijk} = E{ijk} − E{ij} − E{ik} − E{jk} + E{i} + E{j} + E{j} − E∅ , etc. (2)
Although the individual vacuum energies on the rhs of eq. (2) generally diverge,
the irreducible many-body contributions on the lhs of eq. (2) have a finite limit
as the regularization is removed if the common intersection of the N objects is
empty. Note that the irreducible N -body Casimir energy depends crucially on what
one considers to be the N objects. In general it does not coincide with the work
needed to assemble the N objects from infinity. We here consider only a massless
scalar quantum field. For proofs in the more general case of a massless bosonic field
interacting locally with the objects see ref. [2].
2. Irreducible Many-Body Casimir Energies of a Massless Scalar
Field
The definition of irreducible N -body Casimir energies by eq. (1) implicitly assumes a
UV-regularization of the theory. One can avoid any discussion of this regularization
procedure by instead considering the intrinsically finite spectral function φDs(β) (or
single-particle partition function, or trace of the heat kernel KDs) of the negative
Laplace-operator on the finite domain Ds containing the objects in the set s,
φs(β) = TrKDs(β) =
∑
n∈N
e−βλn(Ds)/2. (3)
Ds is the domain D∅ with objects {Oj ; j ∈ s} embedded; D1...N representing the
finite domain D∅ with all N objects included. {λn(Ds) > 0, n ∈ IN} is the discrete
spectrum of a massless scalar field that vanishes on the boundary of D∅ and whose
interactions with the objects in Ds are local. We assume that the interaction of
scalar field interacts with the kth object is described by a positive local potential
Vk(x) whose support is the domain Ok defining the object. This precludes Neumann
boundary conditions but does include the possibility of imposing Dirichlet boundary
conditions on an objecta.
Regularized vacuum energies E
(ε)
s for the domain Ds may, for instance, be de-
fined in terms of spectral functions by introducing a proper-time cutoff ε,
E(ε)s = −
~c√
8pi
∫ ∞
ε
φs(β)
dβ
β3/2
. (4)
aThe latter are enforced in the limit Vk(x ∈ Ok)→∞
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The regularized vacuum energies E
(ε)
s generally diverge in the limit ε→ 0+ due to
the asymptotic behavior of φs(β)
4,5,6,7,
φs(β ∼ 0) ∼
∞∑
ν=−d
(2piβ)ν/2A(ν)s +O(e−`
2
min/(2β)) . (5)
Eq. (5) is given for d spatial dimensions and the Hadamard-Minakshisundaram-
DeWitt-Seeley coefficients A
(ν)
s have canonical mass-dimension ν. They reflect ge-
ometric properties8 of the domain Ds. The exponentially suppressed terms in the
asymptotic expansion of eq. (5) are associated with classical periodic paths of min-
imal length `min. The regularized vacuum energy defined by eq. (4) diverges only
if one of the first d + 2 coefficients of the asymptotic heat kernel expansion does
not vanish. By choosing a suitable linear combination of a finite number of spectral
functions to different domains, the first few offending coefficients in the asymp-
totic high-temperature (β ∼ 0) may be canceled9 so that the corresponding linear
combination of vacuum energies remains finite for ε→ 0+.
Let us therefore define an irreducible spectral function for the set of objects in
s corresponding to the linear combinations in eq. (2),
φ˜s(β) := (−1)|s|
∑
r⊆s
(−1)|r|φr(β) , (6)
where |r| denotes the cardinality of the finite set r and the sum extends over all
distinct subsets of objects, r ⊆ s. A pictorial description of eq. (6) for a set of four
curve segments in a bounded two-dimensional Euclidean space D∅ is given by fig. 1.
Although this holds more generally2, the Feynman-Kac theorem10,11,8,12,13,14
for a scalar field with potential interactions implies that the asymptotic power
expansion of φ˜s(β) vanishes to all orders in β if the common intersection of the
objects in the set s is empty. The argument is as follows2.
For a massless scalar with potential interactions the Feynman-Kac theorem gives
a representation of the spectral function of eq. (3) by random walks,
φs(β) =
∫
D∅
dx
(2piβ)d/2
PDs [`β(x)] , (7)
where PDs [`β(x)] is the probability for a standard Brownian bridgeb, `β(x) =
{xτ , 0 ≤ τ ≤ β;x0 = xβ = x}, that starts at x and returns to x after ”time”
β, to not exit Ds and to survive.
The probability ps(`β(x)) of a particular bridge `β(x) to survive in Ds is,
ps(`β(x)) = exp[−
∫ β
0
Vs(xτ )dτ ] , (8)
bA standard Brownian bridge `β(x) = {x +
√
β(W(τ) − τW(1)); 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1} is generated by a
d-dimensional Wiener process with stationary and independent increments for which W(τ > 0) is
normally distributed with variance τd and vanishing average15.
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2312 24 341413
1234
1234 123 124 134 234
1 2 3 4 
Fig. 1. The subtracted spectral function φ˜{1234}(β) defined in eq. (6) for a bounded two-
dimensional domain D∅ with four intersecting curve segments as objects. Each pictograph
represents the spectral function of the domain taken with the indicated sign. Curves of
different color correspond to domains of possibly different local potentials. A random walk
that crosses only three of the four segments is shown schematically. As explained in the
text, it does not contribute to the Feynman-Kac integral representation of this irreducible
spectral function.
where Vs(x) =
∑
k∈s Vk(x) is the sum of local potentials representing the objects in
Ds. [Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed by setting ps = 0 if the loop crosses
the surface of any object and ps = 1 if it does not.]
The contribution to φ˜s(β) of a loop `β(x) that remains within D∅ and encounters
all objects of the proper subset r ( s and no others is,∑
u⊆s
pu∩r(−1)|s|−|r| =
∑
u⊆r
pu(−1)|s|−|u|
|s|−|r|∑
n=0
(−1)n
(|s| − |r|
n
)
= 0 , (9)
It does not contribute to φ˜s(β) whatever the survival probabilities pu. Only loops
that touch all objects in s, (r = s) contribute to the alternating sum in eq. (6) and
we have that,
φ˜s(β) = (−1)|s|
∫
D∅
dx
(2piβ)d/2
P˜Ds [x;β] , (10)
where P˜Ds [x;β] is the probability that a standard Brownian bridge starting at x
and returning to x after ”time” β does not exit D∅ and is killed by every one of the
objects in s.
A Brownian bridge is killed by every object in s with probability,
p(killed by every objects in s) =
∑
r⊆s
(−1)|r|pr . (11)
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eq. (11) is the extension to |s| objects of the statement,
p(killed by O1 and killed by O2) = (1− p{1}) + (1− p{2})− (1− p{12})
= p∅ − p{1} − p{2} + p{12}. (12)
Note that eqs. (10) and (11) do not require survival probabilities to be independent
(p{12} = p{1}p{2}), which is true only for mutually disjoint objects described by
potentials with non-overlapping support.
If the objects in s have no common intersection, the shortest path connecting
all the objects has a finite minimal length `min > 0 and the conditional probability
P˜Ds [x;β] is bounded by
P˜Ds [x;β] ≤ e−`
2
min/(2β) . (13)
We thus have the
Theorem 2.1. Let D∅ be a flat d-dimensional Euclidean domain of finite volume
and Vs(x) =
∑
k∈s Vk(x) a non-empty finite set of positive potentials in D∅ with
supports supp(Vk) =: Ok ⊂ D∅. If the common support O1 ∩ O2 ∩ · · · ∩ O|s| = ∅,
then the irreducible spectral function φ˜s(β) of a scalar field interacting with Vs(x)
[defined in eqs. (3) and (6)] satisfies,
0 ≤ lim
β→0+
βd/2)e`
2
min/(2β)φ˜s(β) < K (14)
for some finite K ≤ ∞ and length `min > 0. `min is bounded below by the length of
the shortest classical periodic orbit that touches all the supports Ok, k = 1, . . . , |s|.
A consequence of Theorem 2.1 is
Corollary 2.1. If the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, the asymptotic heat-
kernel expansion,
φ˜s(β ∼ 0) ∼
∞∑
ν=−d
(2piβ)ν/2A˜(ν)s +O(e−`
2
min/(2β)) , (15)
vanishes to all orders in β, that is A˜
(ν)
s = 0,∀ν.
The asymptotic behavior implied by Theorem 2.1 together with the fact that the
spectrum is strictly positive if Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the
boundary of the finite domain D∅ finally leads to the statement,
Corollary 2.2. if the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, the irreducible many-
body Casimir energy,
E˜s = − ~c√
8pi
∫ ∞
0
φ˜s(β)
dβ
β3/2
, (16)
is finite, |E˜s| <∞.
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Furthermore, since P˜Ds is a positive probability, the factor of (−1)|s| in eq. (10)
determines the sign of φ˜s(β) and of E˜s. This is most readily seen for Dirichlet
boundary conditions on all objects, since the sign in this case arises because paths
that touch all objects in s contribute only to φ∅(β). For a scalar field interacting
locally with potentials, we thus in addition have that,
Theorem 2.2. If the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, the irreducible many-
body spectral function of a scalar field, φ˜s(β) defined by eq. (6), is up to a sign the
conditional probability that a standard random walk,
(i) returns to its starting point x after time β and
(ii) never exits D∅ and
(iii) is killed by every object in s.
The sign of φ˜s(β) does not depend on β and is positive for an even and negative for
an odd number of objects. Eq. (16) then implies that,
(−1)|s|E˜s < 0. (17)
It perhaps is remarkable that the sign of E˜s in the scalar case depends on the
number of objects only: for scattering by local potentials, the irreducible scalar two-
body Casimir energy, in particular, is negative.Eq. (17) also holds in the limit of
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The fact that the interaction in the scalar case is represented by a conditional
probability for random walks, allows one to also sharpen the theorem1,16 that the
Casimir interaction is attractive for two disjoint objects that are mirror images of
each other.
Theorem 2.3. For a scalar field interacting locally with two potentials V1(x) and
V2(x) whose support can be separated by an imaginary plane, the (positive) irre-
ducible 2-body spectral function φ˜12(β) for any given β > 0 decreases monotonically
with increasing separation of the objects from the imaginary plane and therefore
each other (without changing the orientation of the two objects).
In the scalar case the theorem follows from the representation of eq. (10) and the
fact that (for given β) the conditional probability for a random walk to be killed by
both objects and return decreases with increasing separation from the separating
plane. The probability for a random walk to survive its encounter with an object
in eq. (8) depends only on the sections of the random walk within the support of
the corresponding potential. Conditioning on the sections of the walk within the
objects (and thus on the probability that it is killed), the probability that a random
walk encounters both objects and returns in the given time β therefore decreases
monotonically with the separation between them, leading to Theorem2.3.
Applying Theorem 2.3 to calculate the force between the two objects us-
ing eq. (16), greatly restricts the Casimir force between disjoint objects in the scalar
case:
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Corollary 2.3. If two objects that can be unambiguously separated by an imaginary
plane the Casimir force between them due to a scalar field whose interaction with
the objects is described by local positive potentials is always attractive, irrespective
of their shape and any symmetry between them.
This extension in the scalar case of the general theorem1,16 based on reflection
positivity holds for potential interactions only. Eq. (17), Theorem 2.3 and Corol-
lary 2.3 hold for Dirichlet- but, for instance, would lead to erroneous conclusions
for Neumann- boundary conditions17, that are not described by positive potential
interactions.
3. Analytic and Numerical Examples
A multiple scattering formulation of irreducible many-body Casimir energies was
developed in ref. [18, 19]. The theorems of sect. 2 were verified in all cases studied
analytically. We also obtained2 an exact analytical expression for the many-body
Casimir energy of a d-dimensional tic-tac-toe, consisting of d mutually orthogonal
pairs of (d− 1)-dimensional parallel hyper-planes on which Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions were imposed. For ordinary tic-tac-toe in d = 2-dimensions with two pairs
of parallel lines this expression reduces to
E˜# = − ~c
8pi
∞∑
n1=1
∞∑
n2
A#
[(n1w)2 + (n2h)2]3/2
, (18)
where A# = w × h is the area of the rectangle enclosed by the four lines and
L(n1, n2) = 2
√
(n1w)2 + (n2h)2 is the length of a classical periodic orbit in its
interior that reflects n1 times off the pair of lines parallel to the y-axis that are
a distance w apart and n2 times off the pair of lines parallel to the x-axis that
are a distance h apart. Only classical periodic orbits that touch all four lines con-
tribute to E˜#. Consistent with the arguments of sect. 2, the irreducible four-body
Casimir energy E˜# is negative and finite and remains so in the limit where one of
the dimensions of the rectangle vanishes and two parallel lines coincide. When any
dimension of the rectangle becomes large, E˜# vanishes. This analyticity in the posi-
tion of the objects is expected from the world-line description. It is one of the more
interesting characteristics of the irreducible many-body Casimir energies defined by
eqs. (16) and (10).
Eq. (18) may be derived by enclosing the tic-tac-toe in a large rectangular do-
main D∅ and computing the spectral functions φs on the rhs of eq. (6). For Dirichlet
boundary conditions, every one of these is given by the product of spectral func-
tions for the individual rectangular regions forming the domain. It is straightforward
to show that only the part of the contribution from the enclosed rectangle given
by eq. (18) survives in the alternating sum of the irreducible 4-body Casimir energy
E˜#. Rather than showing this more explicitly, we here will compare eq. (18) with a
numerical computation of E˜# based on eqs. (16) and (10).
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Substituting the eq. (10) in eq. (16) gives for N objects in d = 2 dimensions,
E˜D = −~c(−1)
N
2(2pi)3/2
∫ ∞
0
dβ
β5/2
∫
R2
dxP˜D[x;β] (19)
where we have taken the limit D∅ → R2. For Dirichlet boundary conditions on the
(now infinite) lines P˜D[x;β] is the probability of a standard Brownian bridge that
returns to x after time β to cross all the planes in D. It is numerically advantageous
to use the translation and scaling property of Brownian bridges,
PR2 [`β(x)] = PR2 [
√
β`1(0)] , (20)
where
√
β`1(0) denotes a unit standard Brownian bridge over the time interval
β = 1 starting and ending at the origin whose points have been rescaled by
√
β. It
therefore suffices to numerically generate standard unit loops `1(0) with the Wiener
measure15. The problem at hand furthermore is “convex” in the sense that any loop
rescaled by a factor larger than one crosses all the lines if the loop itself does. For
convex problems like this, eq. (19) may be written in the form,
E˜D = − ~c(−1)
N
2(2pi)3/2M
M∑
n=1
w(`(n);D), with w(`;D) =
∫ ∞
β0(`)
dβ
β5/2
A(
√
β`;D) , (21)
where M is the total number of unit standard Brownian bridges used in the numer-
ical evaluation and w(`;D) is the weight of the particular unit standard Brownian
bridge `. The weight is determined by the area of support, A(√β`;D), of the spatial
integral in eq. (19) for which the rescaled unit loop
√
β`(x) crosses all planes in D,
β0(`) being the minimal scale for which this occurs.
For a tic-tac-toe configuration enclosing a rectangular region w × h = A# and
a standard Brownian bridge `1(0) whose (greatest) extent in x- and y-directions is
∆x and ∆y, respectively, the weight in eq. (21) is given by,
w(`(∆x,∆y); #w×h) =
s2min(smax − smin3 )√
`x`y
; s min
max
= minmax
{
∆x
√
h
w
,∆y
√
w
h
}
(22)
The corresponding four-body irreducible contribution to the Casimir energy,
E˜#(w, h) = − ~c
2(2pi)3/2
√A#E[s2min(smax − smin3 )] = ~c√A# ε#(w/h) , (23)
is proportional to the expectation E[s2min(smax − smin3 )] for extremal values of stan-
dard Brownian bridges under the Wiener measure. We used a set of 1,000 unit
standard Brownian bridgesc to calculate ε#. The result is shown in Fig. 2a and co-
incides with that obtained by numerical evaluation of the sum in eq. (18) to within
1%.
cTo improve numerical accuracy we make use of the rotational invariance of the Wiener measure
and include up to 6 rotated duplicates for each generated Brownian bridge.
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Fig. 2. Irreducible 4- and 3-body Casimir energies, respectively, for a massless scalar
field satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions on four lines in a tic-tac-toe pattern (left)
and on three intersecting lines forming an isosceles triangle (right). The dimensionless
Casimir energies scaled by the square-root of the area A of the enclosed figure are shown
as functions of the base-to-height ratio of the enclosed figure. Inserts sketch the geometry
of the line configurations and a schematic hull of a Brownian bridge that contributes to
the irreducible Casimir energy because it intersects all objects.
For a set of three lines whose intersection forms a triangle with area A4, the
weight is entirely determined by the minimal scale β0(`) for which the standard
Brownian bridge just touches all three lines,
w(`;4) = 2A4
3β
3/2
0 (`)
. (24)
Note that the minimal scale β0(`) in eq. (24) has the dimension (length)
2. Insert-
ing eq. (24) in eq. (21), the irreducible three-body Casimir energy for a configuration
of lines forming an isosceles triangle of height h and base b with area A4 = hb/2 is,
E˜iso4(h, b) = ~cA4
3(2pi)3/2
E[β
−3/2
0 (`)] =
~c√A4 εiso4(b/h), (25)
where the expectation E[β
−3/2
0 (`)] again is with respect to the Wiener measure
for unit standard Brownian bridges. Using the same set of Brownian bridges as
for the tic-tac-toe, the numerical result is shown in Fig. 2b. Note that, as for the
tic-tac-toe, the irreducible 3-body Casimir energy also is minimal at the symmetric
configuration. However, whereas the irreducible Casimir energy of the tic-tac-toe
is negative and finite when two of the four lines coincide, the irreducible Casimir
energy of the triangular configuration is strictly positive and diverges when its three
sides coincide.
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